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Keynote Abstract

In this talk I will share insights about how LinkedIn responds to the needs of two groups of users - recruiters and job seekers, while making life more difficult for a third group - search engine optimization (SEO) spammers.

When recruiters search for good candidates, they are primarily interested in candidates whose profiles match the descriptions of a particular job posting. However, a simple textual match with the job requirements is often not enough. We will discuss other signals that can help recruiters to achieve their goals along with the ways we combine the signals from multiple models.

Professional search at LinkedIn is highly personalized. Regardless of what they enter into the search box, job seekers prefer to find job postings whose requirements match their skills and generally are more interested in opportunities near where they currently live. This personalization makes standard crowdsourced labeling of the training data complicated - it is hard for a random labeler to imagine which job ad a particular user would find relevant. As a result, our job search models have to rely primarily on signals from user activity.

Being ranked high in the results for common queries on LinkedIn search can bring new clients, business connections, or job offers. As a result, some users create profiles stuffed with keywords, fake entries and other junk information in order to raise their search ranking. While we can not share specific details on how we identify such users, I will present the general machine learning framework along with examples of difficult cases and unusual spammer techniques we have encountered.
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